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(54) MULTI-TOOL PART CLEANING MACHINE

(57) A part cleaning machine includes a cradle move-
able along an X axis, and rotatable about a first cradle
axis. A part holder is attached to the cradle, and is rotat-
able about a second cradle axis. A chuck holder is move-
able on a tool positioning plane that is perpendicular to
the X axis. A tool chuck is attached to and moveable with
the chuck holder. A tool holder is moveable relative to
the chuck holder along the X axis. A plurality of tools are

relesably attached to the tool holder for selective attach-
ment to the tool chuck. A machine controller is operable
to control movement of the chuck holder, the tool chuck,
and the tool holder to transfer a selected one of the tools
between the tool chuck and the tool holder, and position
an appropriate tool and the part in different positions for
several different cleaning operations.
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Description

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0001] The disclosure generally relates to a part clean-
ing machine for cleaning a part.

BACKGROUND

[0002] Many parts, including but not limited to engine
blocks, cylinder heads, manifolds, housings, etc., require
one or more different cleaning operations be performed
during their manufacture in preparation for installation.
For example, an engine block may have many different
ports, passages, galleries, etc., which must have several
different cleaning operations performed on each. The dif-
ferent cleaning operations may include, but are not lim-
ited to, deburring, washing, flushing, drying, etc. Each of
these different cleaning operations may require a spe-
cialized tool for performing a specific cleaning operation
in a specific location of the part. The specialized tools
may include, but are not limited to, several different shape
and configurations of a nozzle, lances, brushes, mani-
folds, spin jets, or seal and flush devices.
[0003] When a part requires multiple different cleaning
operations, with each different cleaning operation requir-
ing a different cleaning tool, an assembly line process is
set up with several different stations. Each station is
equipped with a specific cleaning tool for performing a
specific cleaning operation. The part is moved from one
station to the next to complete all of the different required
cleaning operations.

SUMMARY

[0004] A part cleaning machine is provided. The part
cleaning machine includes a support structure. A cradle
is attached to the support structure. The cradle is move-
able relative to the support structure along an X axis, and
is rotatable relative to the support structure about a first
cradle axis. The X axis and the first cradle axis are per-
pendicular to each other. A part holder is attached to the
cradle. The part holder is rotatable about a second cradle
axis relative to the cradle. The first cradle axis and the
second cradle axis are perpendicular to each other. A
chuck holder is attached to the support structure. The
chuck holder is moveable relative to the support structure
along both a Y axis and a Z axis. The Y axis and the Z
axis cooperate to form a tool positioning plane that is
perpendicular to the X axis. A tool chuck is attached to
and moveable with the chuck holder. A tool holder is at-
tached to the support structure. The tool holder is move-
able relative to the chuck holder along the X axis. A plu-
rality of tools are relesably attached to the tool holder for
selective attachment to the tool chuck. A machine con-
troller is operatively connected to the chuck holder, the
tool chuck, and the tool holder. The machine controller
is operable to control the chuck holder, the tool chuck,

and the tool holder to transfer a selected one of the plu-
rality of tools between the tool chuck and the tool holder.
[0005] A method of operating a part cleaning machine
is also provided. The method includes removably attach-
ing a part to a part holder. A first one of a plurality of tools
is selected for performing a desired cleaning operation.
The selected first one of the plurality of tools is transferred
from a tool holder to a tool chuck. The selected first one
of the plurality of tools is positioned in a pre-defined tool
cleaning position by moving a chuck holder along at least
one of a Y axis and a Z axis on a tool positioning plane.
The part is positioned in a pre-defined part cleaning po-
sition by at least one of moving a cradle along an X axis,
rotating the cradle about a first cradle axis, or rotating
the part holder about a second cradle axis. The desired
cleaning operation is performed on the part with the se-
lected first one of the plurality of tools, with the part in the
pre-defined part cleaning position and the selected first
one of the plurality of tools in the pre-defined tool cleaning
position.
[0006] Accordingly, the part cleaning machine may
choose from several different tools for performing several
different cleaning operations. As such, the part does not
have to be moved between different stations for different
cleaning operations requiring different cleaning tools.
[0007] Preferably the part cleaning machine further
comprises a cradle drive system connected to the cradle
and operable to move the cradle along the X axis; and a
chuck drive system connected to the chuck holder and
operable to move the chuck holder along both the Y axis
and the Z axis.
[0008] Preferably the part cleaning machine further
comprises a cleaning fluid source in fluid communication
with the tool chuck, and operable to provide a cleaning
fluid to the tool chuck, wherein at least one of the plurality
of tools is operable to receive the cleaning fluid through
the tool chuck when attached to the tool chuck, and dis-
pense the cleaning fluid.
[0009] Preferably the tool chuck includes a locking
mechanism operable to secure the selected one of the
plurality of tools relative to the tool chuck, and release
the selected one of the plurality of tools from the tool
chuck.
[0010] Preferably the locking mechanism includes an
actuating system connected to and operatively controlled
by the machine controller.
[0011] Preferably the Y axis and the first cradle axis
are parallel with each other.
[0012] Preferably the part holder is configured for re-
leasable attachment to a part, and wherein the machine
controller is operable to:

transfer the selected one of the plurality of tools from
the tool holder to the tool chuck;
move the tool holder along at least one of the Y axis
and the Z axis on the tool position plane;
move the cradle along the X axis;
rotate the cradle about the first cradle axis; and
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rotate the part holder about the second cradle axis
to present the selected tool at a desired location rel-
ative to the part for executing a cleaning operation
on the part.

[0013] Preferably the tool chuck includes a base por-
tion defining a tool receiving bore concentric with a central
axis; and wherein each of the plurality of tools includes
a tool base having a male portion sized to fit within the
tool receiving bore.
[0014] Preferably the tool chuck includes a bushing
disposed within the tool receiving bore, between the base
portion of the tool chuck and the male portion of a re-
spective one of the plurality of tools.
[0015] Preferably the base portion includes an elon-
gated stem portion having an inner annular surface de-
fining a fluid supply bore disposed in fluid communication
with the tool receiving bore; the male portion of each re-
spective one of the plurality of tools includes a respective
seal for sealing against the inner annular surface of the
elongated stem portion; and the male portion of at least
one of the plurality of tools includes an internal passage
in fluid communication with the fluid supply bore when
attached to the tool chuck.
[0016] Preferably each of the plurality of tools includes
a tool attachment attached to the tool base.
[0017] Preferably the tool chuck includes a collar piston
slideably disposed about the elongated stem portion and
moveable along the central axis between a locking posi-
tion and a release position; and the tool chuck includes
at least one detent ball disposed within a pocket defined
by the elongated stem portion, between the collar piston
and the elongated stem portion.
[0018] Preferably the male portion of each respective
one of the plurality of tools includes a recess; the at least
one detent ball is disposed within the recess of a respec-
tive one of the plurality of tools, in interlocking engage-
ment between the male portion of the respective one of
the plurality of tools and the collar piston, and secured
against radial movement relative to the central axis, when
the collar piston is disposed in the locking position; and
the at least one detent ball is moveable in a radial direc-
tion relative to the central axis, out of interlocking en-
gagement between the male portion of the respective
one of the plurality of tools and the collar piston, when
the collar piston is disposed in the release position, to
permit removal of the male portion from the tool chuck.
[0019] Preferably the tool chuck includes an actuating
system connected to the collar piston and operable to
move the collar piston along the central axis; and wherein
the actuating system includes a first fluid chamber dis-
posed on a first side of the collar piston and connected
to a first fluid source, and a second fluid chamber dis-
posed on a second side of the collar piston and connected
to a second fluid source, wherein a higher fluid pressure
in the first fluid chamber relative to the second fluid cham-
ber biases the collar piston in a first direction along the
central axis into the release position, and wherein a high-

er fluid pressure in the second fluid chamber relative to
the first fluid chamber biases the collar piston in a second
direction along the central axis into the locking position.
[0020] Preferably the respective tool base of each one
of the plurality tools includes a notch; the tool holder in-
cludes a plurality of holding pins, with each of the plurality
of holding pins moveably attached to the tool holder and
sized to fit within the notch of a respective one of the
plurality of tools to secure the tool base of the respective
one of the plurality of tools to the tool holder; and the
base portion of the tool chuck includes a projection po-
sitioned to displace a respective one of the plurality of
holding pins from the notch of a respective one of the
plurality of tools in response to movement of the tool hold-
er along the X axis toward the chuck holder, such that
the tool base of the respective one of the plurality of tools
is released from the tool holder and moveable with the
tool chuck.
[0021] The above features and advantages and other
features and advantages of the present teachings are
readily apparent from the following detailed description
of the best modes for carrying out the teachings when
taken in connection with the accompanying drawings.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0022]

FIG. 1 is a schematic perspective view of a part
cleaning machine.
FIG. 2 is a schematic perspective view of a chuck
holder of the part cleaning machine positioned to re-
ceive a tool from a tool holder of the part cleaning
machine.
FIG. 3 is a schematic cross sectional view of the tool
partially engaged by a tool chuck of the chuck holder.
FIG. 4 is a schematic cross sectional view of the tool
fully engaged by the tool chuck, with a locking mech-
anism of the tool chuck in a release position.
FIG. 5 is a schematic cross sectional view of the tool
fully engaged by the tool chuck, with the locking
mechanism of the tool chuck in a locking position.
FIG. 6 is a schematic perspective view of the tool
fully engaged by the tool chuck, prior to the tool being
removed from the tool holder.
FIG. 7 is a schematic perspective view of the tool
fully engaged by the tool chuck, after the tool has
been removed from the tool holder by the chuck hold-
er.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0023] Those having ordinary skill in the art will recog-
nize that terms such as "above," "below," "upward,"
"downward," "top," "bottom," etc., are used descriptively
for the FIGS., and do not represent limitations on the
scope of the disclosure, as defined by the appended
claims. Furthermore, the teachings may be described
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herein in terms of functional and/or logical block compo-
nents and/or various processing steps. It should be re-
alized that such block components may be comprised of
any number of hardware, software, and/or firmware com-
ponents configured to perform the specified functions.
[0024] Referring to the FIGS., wherein like numerals
indicate like parts throughout the several views, a part
cleaning machine is generally shown at 20. The part
cleaning machine 20 may be used to perform several
different cleaning operations on a part 22. The part 22
may include, but is not limited to, any article of manufac-
ture that requires a cleaning operation be performed on
that part 22 for preparation for future assembly or other
manufacturing processes. For example, the part 22 may
include, but is not limited to, an engine block, a cylinder
head, a manifold, or some cast or machined part 22. The
part cleaning machine 20 is capable of performing sev-
eral different cleaning operations, and may be pro-
grammed for cleaning several different parts 22. Accord-
ingly, a single part cleaning machine 20 may perform
several different cleaning operations on several different
parts 22, without having to move the part 22 between
different cleaning stations.
[0025] Referring to FIG. 1, the part cleaning machine
20 includes a support structure 24. The support structure
24 may be configured in any suitable manner. The sup-
port structure 24 supports the various components of the
part cleaning machine 20. As shown, the support struc-
ture 24 includes a lower portion 26 and an upper portion
28. The lower portion 26 is generally configured to rest
on a surface, such as a floor, and support the components
of the part cleaning machine 20. The lower portion 26
includes a generally horizontal structure. The upper por-
tion 28 is generally configured as a vertical structure,
which extends upward from the lower portion 26 of the
support structure 24.
[0026] A cradle 30 is attached to the support structure
24. As shown, the cradle 30 is attached to the lower por-
tion 26 of the support structure 24. The cradle 30 is move-
able relative to the support structure 24 along an X axis
32, and is rotatable relative to the support structure 24
about a first cradle axis 34. The X axis 32 and the first
cradle axis 34 are perpendicular to each other. The cradle
30 may be attached to the support structure 24 in any
suitable manner that provides for or allows movement of
the cradle 30 relative to the support structure 24 along
the X axis 32. For example, the cradle 30 may be attached
to the support structure 24 via one or more rails, rollers,
etc. The specific manner in which the cradle 30 is at-
tached to the support structure 24 is not pertinent to the
teachings of this disclosure, and is therefore not de-
scribed in detail herein.
[0027] A cradle drive system 36 is connected to the
cradle 30, and is operable to move the cradle 30 back
and forth along the X axis 32, and rotate the cradle 30
about the first cradle axis 34. The cradle drive system 36
may include any system capable of moving the cradle 30
back and forth along the X axis 32, relative to the support

structure 24, as well as rotating the cradle 30 about the
first cradle axis 34 relative to the support structure 24.
The cradle drive system 36 may include, but is not limited
to, an electric motor, hydraulics, pneumatics, etc., as well
as all necessary linkages and connections required to
connect the cradle drive system 36 and the cradle 30.
The specific type and configuration of the cradle drive
system 36 are not pertinent to the teachings of this dis-
closure, and are therefore not described in detail herein.
The cradle 30 and the cradle drive system 36 may include
any parts 22, connections, linkages, etc., necessary to
attach and move the cradle 30 relative to the support
structure 24, whether specifically mentioned herein or
not.
[0028] Referring to FIG. 1, a part holder 38 is attached
to the cradle 30. The part holder 38 is rotatable about a
second cradle axis 40 relative to the cradle 30. The first
cradle axis 34 and the second cradle axis 40 are perpen-
dicular to each other. Accordingly, the part holder 38 may
be rotated about the first cradle axis 34 by rotating the
cradle 30 about the first cradle axis 34. Additionally, the
part holder 38 may be rotated about the second cradle
axis 40 relative to the cradle 30. It should be appreciated
that the first cradle axis 34 and the second cradle axis
40 define a plane. Because the part holder 38 rotates
with the cradle 30, the plane is rotatable about the first
cradle axis 34. The first cradle axis 34 moves along the
X axis 32 with the cradle 30, but remains perpendicular
to the X axis 32 regardless of the position of the cradle
30 along the X axis 32. The second cradle axis 40 rotates
with the cradle 30 about the first axis, such that the sec-
ond cradle axis 40, and the plane defined by the first
cradle axis 34 and the second cradle axis 40 rotate about
the first cradle axis 34 with rotation of the cradle 30. The
part holder 38 may be moved by a separate drive system,
or may be linked to and moved by the cradle drive system
36.
[0029] The part holder 38 is configured for releasable
attachment to the part 22. As such, the part holder 38
may be configured in any suitable manner for a specific
shape or configuration of the part 22. The part 22 is at-
tached to the part holder 38 prior to a cleaning operation,
and is then released from the part holder 38 after the
cleaning operation is complete. The part holder 38 se-
cures the part 22 relative to the cradle 30 and the support
structure 24. The part holder 38 may be releasably at-
tachable to the cradle 30, such that multiple differently
configured part holders 38 may be used with the part
cleaning machine 20, to support a variety of different
parts 22. In alternative embodiments, the part holder 38
may be permanently affixed to the cradle 30. The part
holder 38 may be attached to the cradle 30 in any suitable
manner that permits rotation of the part holder 38 about
the second cradle axis 40 relative to the cradle 30. The
specific manner in which the part holder 38 is attached
to the cradle 30 is not pertinent to the teachings of this
disclosure and are therefore not described in detail here-
in.
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[0030] Referring to FIG. 1, a chuck holder 42 is at-
tached to the support structure 24. As shown, the chuck
holder 42 is attached to the upper portion 28 of the sup-
port structure 24. The chuck holder 42 is moveable rel-
ative to the support structure 24 along both a Y axis 44
and a Z axis 46, with the Y axis 44 and the Z axis 46
cooperating to form a tool 52 positioning plane that is
perpendicular to the X axis 32. Accordingly, it should be
appreciated that the X axis 32, the Y axis 44 and the Z
axis 46 form the three axes of a Cartesian coordinate
system. The Y axis 44 and the first cradle axis 34 are
parallel with each other. Furthermore, it should be ap-
preciated that the second cradle axis 40 may be posi-
tioned to be parallel with the Z axis 46. However, as the
cradle 30 rotates about the first cradle axis 34, the second
cradle axis 40 will rotate with the cradle 30, such that the
second cradle axis 40 is not always parallel with the Z
axis 46. The chuck holder 42 may be moveably attached
to the support structure 24 in any suitable manner that
provides for or allows movement of the chuck holder 42
relative to the support structure 24 along both the Y axis
44 and the Z axis 46. For example, the chuck holder 42
may be attached to the support structure 24 via one or
more rails, rollers, etc. The specific manner in which the
chuck holder 42 is attached to the support structure 24
is not pertinent to the teachings of this disclosure, and
are therefore not described in detail herein.
[0031] A chuck drive system 48 is connected to the
chuck holder 42, and is operable to move the chuck hold-
er 42 back and forth along both the Y axis 44 and the Z
axis 46. The chuck drive system 48 may include any sys-
tem capable of moving the chuck holder 42 back and
forth along the Y axis 44 and the Z axis 46, relative to
the support structure 24. The chuck drive system 48 may
include, but is not limited to, an electric motor, hydraulics,
pneumatics, etc. The specific type and configuration of
the chuck drive system 48 are not pertinent to the teach-
ings of this disclosure, and are therefore not described
in detail herein. The chuck holder 42 and the chuck drive
system 48 may include any parts 22, connections, link-
ages, etc., necessary to attach and move the chuck hold-
er 42 relative to the support structure 24, whether spe-
cifically mentioned herein or not.
[0032] Referring to FIG. 1, a tool chuck 50 is attached
to and moveable with the chuck holder 42. The tool chuck
50 is operable to selectively engage and disengage a
tool 52 from a tool holder 54. The tool chuck 50 is de-
scribed in greater detail below. The tool holder 54 is at-
tached to the support structure 24. As shown, the tool
holder 54 is attached to the upper portion 28 of the sup-
port structure 24. The tool holder 54 is moveable relative
to the support structure 24 along the X axis 32. More
specifically, the tool holder 54 is moveable relative to the
chuck holder 42 along the X axis 32. The tool holder 54
may be attached to the support structure 24 in any suit-
able manner that provides for or allows movement of the
tool holder 54 relative to the support structure 24 along
the X axis 32. For example, the tool holder 54 may be

attached to the support structure 24 via one or more rails,
rollers, etc. The specific manner in which the tool holder
54 is attached to the support structure 24 is not pertinent
to the teachings of this disclosure, and are therefore not
described in detail herein.
[0033] A tool holder drive system (not shown) is con-
nected to the tool holder 54, and is operable to move the
tool holder 54 back and forth along the X axis 32. The
tool holder drive system may include any system capable
of moving the tool holder 54 back and forth along the X
axis 32, relative to the support structure 24. The tool hold-
er drive system may include, but is not limited to, an elec-
tric motor, hydraulics, pneumatics, etc. The specific type
and configuration of the tool holder drive system are not
pertinent to the teachings of this disclosure, and are
therefore not described in detail herein. The tool holder
54 and the tool holder drive system may include any parts
22, connections, linkages, etc., necessary to attach and
move the tool holder 54 relative to the support structure
24, whether specifically mentioned herein or not.
[0034] The tool holder 54 is configured to support a
plurality of tools 52. As shown in FIGS. 1 and 2, the tool
holder 54 is configured to support six individual tools 52,
a first tool 52A, a second tool 52B, a third tool 52C, a
fourth tool 52D, and a fifth tool 52E. The plurality of tools
are referred to collectively herein by the reference nu-
meral 52, and are referred to herein and specifically
shown in the FIGS. by their respective reference numer-
als 52A, 52B, 52C, 52D, and 52E. The tools 52 are re-
leasably attached to the tool holder 54 for selective at-
tachment to the tool chuck 50, described in detail below.
It should be appreciated that the tool holder 54 may be
configured to hold more or less then the exemplary six
different tools 52 shown in the FIGS. and described here-
in. Furthermore, it should be appreciated that the tool 52
cleaning machine may also be configured to have multi-
ple tool holders 54, attached to different locations on the
support structure 24, to provide a greater number of avail-
able tools 52.
[0035] Referring to FIGS. 3-5, each of the tools 52 in-
cludes a tool base 58 having a male portion 60. Addition-
ally, referring to FIGS. 1 and 2, each of the tools 52 in-
cludes a specific tool attachment 62 (best shown in FIG.
2) attached to the tool base 58 that is configured to per-
form a specific cleaning operation. For example, referring
to FIGS. 1 and 2, a first attachment 62A, a second at-
tachment 62B, a third attachment 62C, a fourth attach-
ment 62D, and a fifth attachment 62E are generally
shown. The plurality of tool attachments are referred to
collectively herein by the reference numeral 62, and are
referred to herein and specifically shown in the FIGS. by
their respective reference numerals 62A, 62B, 62C, 62D,
and 62E. As noted above, each of the tools 52 may in-
clude a different tool attachment 62. Alternatively, one or
more of the available tools 52 may be identical to another,
so that the part cleaning machine 20 has a back-up or
replacement tool 52 available should one tool 52 fail or
wear out. The specific tool attachments 62 may include,
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but are not limited to a deburring tool, a washing tool, a
flushing tool, a probing tool, a brushing tool, one or more
different nozzles, etc. The specific type and configuration
of tool attachments 62 and their respective operation are
not pertinent to the teachings of this disclosure, and are
therefore not described in detail herein.
[0036] Referring to FIG. 1, the part cleaning machine
20 includes a cleaning fluid source 64 that is disposed in
fluid communication with the tool chuck 50. The cleaning
fluid source 64 is operable to provide a cleaning fluid 66
to the tool chuck 50. The cleaning fluid source 64 may
include any equipment necessary to supply the fluid to
the chuck, including all pumps, lines, connections, fit-
tings, tanks, etc. The cleaning fluid 66 may include any
fluid necessary to perform a specific cleaning operation.
For example, the cleaning fluid 66 may include, but is not
limited to, water, air, solvents, degreasers, etc. Depend-
ing upon the specific cleaning operation being performed,
the specific tool attachment 62 may receive the cleaning
fluid 66 from the tool chuck 50, and dispense the cleaning
fluid 66 onto the part 22 as part 22 of the cleaning oper-
ation. Accordingly, at least one of the tools 52 and its
respective tool attachment 62 is operable to receive the
cleaning fluid 66 through the tool chuck 50 when attached
to the tool chuck 50, and dispense the cleaning fluid 66
onto the part 22. It should be appreciated that the part
cleaning machine 20 may include multiple different fluid
cleaning sources, with each selectively providing a dif-
ferent cleaning fluid 66 to the tool chuck 50 as needed
to perform a specific cleaning operation.
[0037] Referring to FIGS. 3-5, the tool chuck 50 in-
cludes a base portion 68, which defines a tool receiving
bore 70 that is concentric with a central axis 72 of the
tool chuck 50. The male portion 60 of the tool base 58 is
sized to fit within the tool receiving bore 70. Accordingly,
when the tool 52 is engaged by the tool chuck 50, the
male portion 60 of the tool base 58 is disposed within the
tool receiving bore 70. As shown in the FIGS., the base
portion 68 of the tool chuck 50 includes a bushing 74,
which defines the tool receiving bore 70. When the tool
52 is engaged by the tool chuck 50, the bushing 74 is
therefore disposed between the base portion 68 of the
tool chuck 50 and the male portion 60 of the tool 52. The
male portion 60 of the tool base 58 is therefore supported
by the bushing 74. However, it should be appreciated
that the base portion 68 of the tool chuck 50 may be
directly formed to define the tool receiving bore 70, such
that the bushing 74 is not required.
[0038] Referring to FIGS. 3-5, the base portion 68 of
the tool chuck 50 includes an elongated stem portion 76.
The stem portion 76 has an inner annular surface 78 that
defines a fluid supply bore 80. The fluid supply bore 80
is disposed in fluid communication with the tool receiving
bore 70. Additionally, the fluid supply bore 80 is disposed
in fluid communication with the cleaning fluid source 64,
such that the cleaning fluid source 64 may supply the
fluid supply bore 80 with the cleaning fluid 66. The male
portion 60 of each respective one of the plurality of tools

52 may include an internal passage 82 in fluid commu-
nication with the fluid supply bore 80 when attached to
the tool chuck 50. The male portion 60 of the tool base
58 of each respective tool 52 may further include a seal
84 for sealing against the inner annular surface 78 of the
elongated stem portion 76. The cleaning fluid 66 may
flow through the fluid supply bore 80 and the internal
passage 82 of the tool 52, to the tool attachment 62 at
the end of the tool base 58, whereby the tool attachment
62 dispenses the cleaning fluid 66 onto the part 22. The
seal 84 seals the tool receiving bore 70 from the fluid
supply so that the cleaning fluid 66 does not leak around
the outer periphery of the male portion 60 of the tool base
58 and into the tool receiving bore 70.
[0039] Referring to FIGS. 3-5, the tool chuck 50 in-
cludes a locking mechanism 86 that is operable to secure
a selected one of the tools 52 relative to the tool chuck
50, and release the selected one of the tools 52 from the
tool chuck 50. The locking mechanism 86 may be con-
figured in any suitable manner. Referring to the exem-
plary embodiment of the tools 52 and the tool chuck 50
shown in the FIGS., the tool chuck 50 includes a collar
piston 88 that is slideably disposed about the elongated
stem portion 76 of the base portion 68 of the tool chuck
50. The collar piston 88 is moveable along the central
axis 72, between a locking position, shown in FIG. 5, and
a release position, shown in FIGS. 3 and 4. The collar
piston 88 is configured to include a tubular portion 90
disposed about the stem portion 76, and a flange 92 that
extends radially outward from the tubular portion 90,
away from the central axis 72.
[0040] The tool chuck 50 includes at least one detent
ball 94 disposed within a pocket 96 defined by the elon-
gated stem portion 76, between the collar piston 88 and
the elongated stem portion 76. Preferably, the tool chuck
50 includes a plurality of detent balls 94, with each detent
ball 94 disposed within a respective pocket 96. The pock-
et 96 is sized to support the detent ball 94, such that a
portion of the detent ball 94 may extend into the tool re-
ceiving bore 70, but the entire detent ball 94 is unable to
pass through the pocket 96 into the tool receiving bore
70. As such, the detent ball 94 is seated within the pocket
96, but is free to move radially outward away from the
central axis 72 when not secured in position by the collar
piston 88.
[0041] The male portion 60 of each respective one of
the plurality of tools 52 includes a recess 98 shaped to
engage the detent ball 94. The recess 98 may include,
for example, and annular groove extending around a cir-
cumference of the male portion 60 of the tool base 58.
When the collar piston 88 is disposed in the release po-
sition, the detent ball 94 is moveable in a radial direction
relative to the central axis 72, out of interlocking engage-
ment with the recess 98 in the male portion 60 of the tool
52, to permit the engagement or disengagement between
the tool 52 and the tool chuck 50. The collar piston 88 is
configured to prevent the complete dislodgement of the
detent ball 94 from the pocket 96 when the collar piston
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88 is disposed in the release position. When the collar
piston 88 is disposed in the locking position, the detent
ball 94 is partially disposed within the recess 98 of the
male portion 60 of a respective tool 52, in interlocking
engagement between the male portion 60 of the respec-
tive tool 52 and the collar piston 88, and secured against
radial movement relative to the central axis 72 by the
collar piston 88. The interference between the detent ball
94 and the recess 98 prevents axial movement of the
tool 52 along the central axis 72, thereby securing the
tool 52 to the tool chuck 50.
[0042] Referring to FIGS. 3-5, the tool chuck 50 in-
cludes an actuating system 100 that is connected to the
collar piston 88. The actuating system 100 is operable
to move the collar piston 88 along the central axis 72.
The actuating system 100 may include any system ca-
pable of moving the collar piston 88 axially along the cen-
tral axis 72, between the locked position and the release
position. As shown in the exemplary embodiment of the
part cleaning machine 20 and described herein, the tool
chuck 50 includes a collar 102 disposed about the collar
piston 88. The collar 102 includes an inner collar portion
104 and an outer collar portion 106. The inner collar por-
tion 104 and the outer collar portion 106 cooperate to
define a first fluid chamber 108 and a second fluid cham-
ber 110 that are disposed on opposing axial sides of the
flange 92 of the collar piston 88. As such, the actuating
system 100 includes the first fluid chamber 108 disposed
on a first side of the collar piston 88, and connected to a
first fluid source 114, and the second fluid chamber 110
disposed on a second side of the collar piston 88, and
connected to a second fluid source 118. A higher fluid
pressure in the first fluid chamber 108 relative to the sec-
ond fluid chamber 110 biases the collar piston 88 in a
first direction along the central axis 72 into the release
position. A higher fluid pressure in the second fluid cham-
ber 110 relative to the first fluid chamber 108 biases the
collar piston 88 in a second direction along the central
axis 72 into the locking position. The fluid pressure in the
first fluid chamber 108 and the second fluid chamber 110
may be provided by, for example, an air pressure source
or hydraulic pressure source. It should be appreciated
that the locking mechanism 86 and the actuating system
100 may be configured differently than shown and de-
scribed herein. In another exemplary embodiment, for
example, the collar piston 88 may be actuated by an elec-
tric solenoid, or other similar device. Accordingly, the
locking mechanism 86 and the actuating system 100
should not be limited to the exemplary embodiment
shown and described herein.
[0043] Referring to FIGS. 3-7, the respective tool base
58 of each one of the plurality tools 52 includes a notch
120. As shown in the FIGS. and as described herein,
exemplary embodiment of each respective tool base 58
includes a pair of notches 120 disposed opposite each
other, across the central axis 72 from each other. The
tool holder 54 includes a plurality of holding pins 122,
with each of the plurality of holding pins 122 moveably

attached to the tool holder 54 and sized to fit within the
notch 120 of a respective one of the tools 52 to secure
the tool base 58 of the tool 52 to the tool holder 54. The
holding pins 122 are attached to the tool holder 54 by a
respective spring plate 124, best shown in FIGS. 6 and
7. The spring plate 124 biases their respective holding
pin 122 toward the central axis 72, into an interlocking
position with their respective notch 120.
[0044] Referring to FIGS. 3-7, the base portion 68 of
the tool chuck 50 includes a pair of projections 126, po-
sitioned to displace the holding pins 122 from their re-
spective notches 120 of a selected tool 52, in response
to axial movement of the tool holder 54 along the X axis
32 toward the chuck holder 42. The projections 126 slide
into a respective notch 120, thereby displacing the hold-
ing pin 122 securing the tool base 58 to the tool holder
54, as the tool holder 54 moves along the X axis 32 toward
the tool chuck 50. The tool base 58 of the selected tool
52 is released from the tool holder 54 and moveable with
the tool chuck 50, once the projections 126 are fully dis-
posed within their respective notches 120, and the hold-
ing pins 122 are fully dislodged. FIG. 3 shows the holding
pins 122 disposed in their respective notches 120, with
the projections 126just contacting the holding pins 122.
FIG. 4-6 show the holding pins 122 displaced from their
respective notches 120, by one of the projections 126.
FIG. 7 shows the tool 52 removed from the tool holder 54.
[0045] Referring to FIGS. 6 and 7, the tool base 58 of
each respective tool 52 includes an annular body 128,
with the tool holder 54 defining a semi-annular receiving
pocket 130 for each respective tool 52. Each receiving
pocket 130 is sized to fit the annular body 128 of one of
the tools 52. Due to the annular body 128 of the tool base
58, as the tool 52 is moved laterally into the semi-annular
receiving pocket 130 of the tool holder 54, the holding
pins 122 will ride along the annular body 128 of the tool
base 58 until positioned above or below one of the pro-
jections 126, such as shown in FIG. 6, whereby move-
ment of the tool holder 54 along the X axis 32 away from
the chuck holder 42 withdraws the projections 126 from
the notches 120, and thereby allows the holding pins 122
to move into their respective notches 120 and secure the
tool 52 within the semi-annular receiving pocket 130 of
the tool holder 54. Additionally, as shown in FIG. 7, the
semi-annular receiving pocket 130 and the annular body
128 of the tool 52 may include corresponding interlocking
features, such as an annular lip 132 that mates with a
semi-annular groove 134, to secure the tool 52 relative
to the tool holder 54 during movement along the X axis 32.
[0046] Referring to FIG. 1, the tool 52 cleaning ma-
chine includes a machine controller 136. The machine
controller 136 is operatively connected and capable of
controlling the chuck holder 42, the tool chuck 50, the
cleaning source, the tool holder 54, the cradle 30, and
the part holder 38, as well as any other component of the
part cleaning machine 20, whether specifically men-
tioned or not. The machine controller 136 controls the
various operations of the part cleaning machine 20 in
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order to transfer a selected one of the tools 52 between
the tool chuck 50 and the tool holder 54, and perform a
desired cleaning operation.
[0047] The machine controller 136 may include a con-
trol module, such as but not limited to a computer or con-
trol unit, to control the operation of the components of
the part cleaning machine 20. The machine controller
136 may include a computer and/or processor, and in-
clude all software, hardware, memory, algorithms, con-
nections, sensors, etc., necessary to manage and control
the operation of the part cleaning machine 20. As such,
a method, described below, may be embodied as a pro-
gram operable on the machine controller 136. It should
be appreciated that the machine controller 136 may in-
clude any device capable of analyzing data from various
sensors, comparing data, making the necessary deci-
sions required to control the operation of the part cleaning
machine 20, and executing the required tasks necessary
to control the operation of the part cleaning machine 20.
[0048] The machine controller 136 may be embodied
as one or multiple digital computers or host machines
each having one or more processors, read only memory
(ROM), random access memory (RAM), electrically-pro-
grammable read only memory (EPROM), optical drives,
magnetic drives, etc., a high-speed clock, analog-to-dig-
ital (A/D) circuitry, digital-to-analog (D/A) circuitry, and
any required input/output (I/O) circuitry, I/O devices, and
communication interfaces, as well as signal conditioning
and buffer electronics.
[0049] The computer-readable memory may include
any non-transitory/tangible medium which participates in
providing data or computer-readable instructions. Mem-
ory may be non-volatile or volatile. Non-volatile media
may include, for example, optical or magnetic disks and
other persistent memory. Example volatile media may
include dynamic random access memory (DRAM), which
may constitute a main memory. Other examples of em-
bodiments for memory include a floppy, flexible disk, or
hard disk, magnetic tape or other magnetic medium, a
CD-ROM, DVD, and/or any other optical medium, as well
as other possible memory devices such as flash memory.
[0050] The machine controller 136 includes tangible,
non-transitory memory on which are recorded computer-
executable instructions, including a control algorithm.
The processor of the controller is configured for executing
the control algorithm. The control algorithm implements
a method of operating the part cleaning machine 20, de-
scribed in greater detail below. More specifically, the ma-
chine controller 136 is operable to select one of the plu-
rality of tools 52 appropriate for performing a desired
cleaning operation; transfer the selected one of the tools
52 from the tool holder 54 to the tool chuck 50 before
starting the desired cleaning operation; position the se-
lected one of the tools 52 in the pre-defined tool 52 clean-
ing position by moving the chuck holder 42 along at least
one of the Y axis 44 and the Z axis 46 on the tool 52
positioning plane; position the part 22 in the pre-defined
part 22 cleaning position by at least one of moving the

cradle 30 along the X axis 32, rotating the cradle 30 about
the first cradle axis 34, or rotating the part holder 38 about
the second cradle axis 40; perform the desired cleaning
operation on the part 22; and transfer the selected one
of the plurality of tools 52 from the cool chuck to the tool
holder 54 after the desired cleaning operation is com-
plete.
[0051] As described broadly above, the machine con-
troller 136 executes a method of operating the part clean-
ing machine 20. The method includes providing the part
cleaning machine 20, such as described in the exemplary
embodiment above. Notably, the part cleaning machine
20 includes: the cradle 30, which is moveable along the
X axis 32, and is rotatable about the first cradle axis 34,
with the X axis 32 and the first cradle axis 34 being per-
pendicular to each other; the part holder 38, which is
attached to the cradle 30, and is rotatable about the sec-
ond cradle axis 40 relative to the cradle 30, with the first
cradle axis 34 and the second cradle axis 40 being per-
pendicular to each other; the chuck holder 42, which is
moveable along both the Y axis 44 and the Z axis 46,
with the Y axis 44 and the Z axis 46 cooperating to form
the tool 52 positioning plane that is perpendicular to the
X axis 32; the tool chuck 50, which is attached to and
moveable with the chuck holder 42, and operable to se-
lective engage and disengage a selected one of the plu-
rality of tools 52; the tool holder 54, which is moveable
relative to the chuck holder 42 along the X axis 32; the
plurality of tools 52, which are releasably attached to the
tool holder 54 for selective attachment to the tool chuck
50, and the cleaning fluid source 64 for supplying the
cleaning fluid 66 to the tool chuck 50.
[0052] The process of cleaning the part 22 begins by
attaching the part 22 to the part holder 38. As noted
above, the part 22 is removably attached to the part hold-
er 38. The part 22 may be removably attached to the part
holder 38 in any suitable manner. The specific manner
in which the part 22 is attached to the part holder 38
depends on the specific configuration of the part 22, as
well as the cleaning operation(s) to be performed, and
the position of the part 22 required to perform the cleaning
operation. For example, a robotic arm may maneuver the
part 22 into positon and secure the part 22 to the part
holder 38. Alternatively, the part 22 may be manually
loaded or attached to the part 22 loader.
[0053] The process further includes selecting one of
the plurality of tools 52 for performing the desired clean-
ing operation. The machine controller 136 selects the
appropriate tool based on the specific part 22 to be
cleaned and the desired cleaning operation to be per-
formed. As described above, the part cleaning machine
20 includes many tools 52, with each tool 52 including a
specific tool attachment 62 for performing a specific
cleaning operation. The specific cleaning operation will
depend on the specific type and configuration of the part
22. The specific tool 52 required for performing the de-
sired cleaning operation will depend on the configuration
of the part 22 and the desired cleaning operation to be
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performed, i.e., flushing, brushing, deburring, etc.
[0054] Once the machine controller 136 has selected
the appropriate tool 52 for the desired cleaning operation,
the machine controller 136 then transfers the selected
tool 52 from the tool holder 54 to the tool chuck 50. Trans-
ferring the selected tool 52 from the tool holder 54 to the
tool chuck 50 includes moving the chuck holder 42 along
at least one of the Y axis 44 and the Z axis 46 on the tool
52 positioning plane into a pre-defined tool 52 transfer
position. Each of the plurality of tools 52 will have a cor-
responding tool 52 transfer position for the tool chuck 50.
The specific tool 52 transfer position will therefore de-
pend upon which tool 52 the machine controller 136 se-
lects for the desired cleaning operation. Once the chuck
holder 42 and the tool chuck 50 are positioned in the
appropriate tool 52 transfer position for the selected tool
52, the machine controller 136 then moves the tool holder
54 along the X axis 32 and toward the chuck holder 42,
until the tool chuck 50 engages the selected tool 52,
whereby the selected tool 52 is automatically released
from the tool holder 54. As described above, as the tool
holder 54 moves toward the tool chuck 50, the projections
126 on the tool chuck 50 displace the holding pins 122
holding the selected tool 52 to the tool holder 54. Once
the selected tool 52 has been engaged by the tool chuck
50, the machine controller 136 actuates the locking
mechanism 86 to secure the selected tool 52 to the tool
chuck 50. As described above, actuating the locking
mechanism 86 includes moving the collar piston 88 from
the release position into the locked position. Once the
tool 52 is secured to the tool chuck 50 by the locking
mechanism 86, the machine controller 136 may then
move the tool holder 54 along the X axis 32 and away
from the chuck holder 42, thereby moving the selected
tool 52 away from and out of engagement with the tool
holder 54.
[0055] Once the selected tool 52 is secured to the tool
chuck 50, the machine controller 136 may position the
selected tool 52 in a pre-defined tool 52 cleaning position,
by moving the chuck holder 42 along at least one of a Y
axis 44 and a Z axis 46 on the tool 52 positioning plane.
The machine controller 136 may also position the part
22 in a pre-defined part 22 cleaning position by moving
the cradle 30 along the X axis 32, rotating the cradle 30
about the first cradle axis 34, and/or rotating the part hold-
er 38 about the second cradle axis 40. It should be ap-
preciated that the part 22 cleaning position and tool 52
cleaning position may be fixed positions, or may alterna-
tively be defined movement paths. For example, the part
22 cleaning position may present a feature of the part 22
in a fixed position relative to the tool 52 cleaning position,
or the part 22 cleaning position may include a path along
which the machine controller 136 moves the part 22 dur-
ing the cleaning operation. Similarly, the tool 52 cleaning
position may be a fixed position relative to the part 22
cleaning position, or may include a path along which the
machine controller 136 moves the chuck holder 42 and
thereby the tool 52 during the cleaning operation.

[0056] Once the machine controller 136 has positioned
the selected tool 52 in the tool 52 cleaning position, and
the part 22 in the part 22 cleaning position, the machine
controller 136 then continues to perform or execute the
desired cleaning operation on the part 22, using the se-
lected tool 52. As described above, the desired cleaning
operation may require the cleaning fluid 66. Accordingly,
it should be appreciated that performing the desired
cleaning operation may include supplying the tool chuck
50 with the cleaning fluid 66 from the cleaning fluid source
64, whereby the selected tool 52 dispenses the cleaning
fluid 66 during the desired cleaning operation. It should
be appreciated that the desired cleaning operation may
therefore include directing the cleaning fluid 66 through
the fluid supply bore 80 of the tool chuck 50 and the in-
ternal passage 82 of the selected tool 52.
[0057] After the desired cleaning operation is com-
plete, the machine controller 136 may then move the part
22 away from the selected tool 52 in the pre-defined tool
52 cleaning position, by moving the cradle 30 along the
X axis 32, rotating the cradle 30 about the first cradle axis
34, or rotating the part holder 38 about the second cradle
axis 40. Once the selected tool 52 is free of the part 22,
the machine controller 136 may then transfer the selected
tool 52 from the tool chuck 50 to the tool holder 54. Trans-
fer of the selected tool 52 from the tool chuck 50 to the
tool holder 54 is similar to the procedure described above
for transferring the selected tool 52 from the tool holder
54 to the tool chuck 50. Specifically, transferring the se-
lected tool 52 from the tool chuck 50 to the tool holder
54 includes moving the chuck holder 42 laterally along
the Y axis 44 on the tool 52 positioning plane into the
pre-defined tool 52 transfer position for the selected tool
52. By moving the chuck holder 42 laterally into the ap-
propriate tool 52 transfer position, the holding pins 122
engage the annular body 128 of the selected tool 52, and
are thereby spread apart 22 as the selected tool 52 is
moved into the appropriate tool 52 transfer position. Once
the chuck holder 42 and the tool chuck 50 are positioned
in the appropriate tool 52 transfer position for the selected
tool 52, the machine controller 136 actuates the locking
mechanism 86 to release the selected tool 52 from the
tool chuck 50. As described above, actuating the locking
mechanism 86 includes moving the collar piston 88 from
the locking position into the release position. Once the
selected tool 52 has been released from the tool chuck
50, the machine controller 136 then moves the tool holder
54 along the X axis 32 and away from the chuck holder
42, until the selected tool 52 completely disengages the
tool chuck 50. As described above, as the tool holder 54
moves away from the tool chuck 50, the projections 126
on the tool chuck 50 withdraw from the notches 120 in
the tool 52 body, thereby allowing the holding pins 122
to move into the notches 120 and secure the tool 52 rel-
ative to the tool holder 54. Furthermore, the interlocking
features between the receiving pocket 130 and the an-
nular body 128 of the tool base 58, e.g., the annular lip
132 and the semi-annular groove 134, engage each other
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to secure the tool 52 relative to the tool holder 54 as the
tool holder 54 moves away from the tool chuck 50.
[0058] After the desired cleaning operation is complete
and the selected tool 52 has been returned to the tool
holder 54, the machine controller 136 may then continue
with a second desired cleaning operation, using a second
selected tool 52. It should be appreciated that the process
of performing or executing the second desired cleaning
operation with the second selected tool 52 is the same
as described above, with the steps described above be-
ing repeated for a different one of the tools 52. It should
be noted that the tool 52 transfer position will change to
reflect the location of the second selected tool 52 on the
tool holder 54.
[0059] Specifically, the machine controller 136 selects
the second one of the tools 52 for performing the second
desired cleaning operation. As noted above, the specific
tool 52 will depend on the desired cleaning operation.
The second desired tool 52 is then transferred to the tool
chuck 50 from the tool holder 54 as described above,
with the tool holder 54 and the tool chuck 50 moving into
the appropriate second tool 52 transfer position associ-
ated with the selected second tool 52. The machine con-
troller 136 then positions the selected second tool 52 in
a second pre-defined tool 52 cleaning position, and po-
sitions the part 22 in a second pre-defined part 22 clean-
ing position, as described above. The machine controller
136 then executes the second desired cleaning operation
on the part 22.
[0060] It should be appreciated that the part cleaning
machine 20 may perform any number of different clean-
ing operations on the part 22, using any number of dif-
ferent tools 52 and tool attachments 62, without moving
the part 22 to a different machine. Once all of the desired
cleaning operations have been performed on the part 22,
the part 22 may be released from the part holder 38, and
the process is complete.
[0061] The detailed description and the drawings or
FIGS. are supportive and descriptive of the disclosure,
but the scope of the disclosure is defined solely by the
claims. While some of the best modes and other embod-
iments for carrying out the claimed teachings have been
described in detail, various alternative designs and em-
bodiments exist for practicing the disclosure defined in
the appended claims.

Claims

1. A part cleaning machine comprising:

a support structure;
a cradle attached to the support structure,
wherein the cradle is moveable relative to the
support structure along an X axis, and is rotat-
able relative to the support structure about a first
cradle axis, with the X axis and the first cradle
axis being perpendicular to each other;

a part holder attached to the cradle, wherein the
part holder is rotatable about a second cradle
axis relative to the cradle, with the first cradle
axis and the second cradle axis being perpen-
dicular to each other;
a chuck holder attached to the support structure,
wherein the chuck holder is moveable relative
to the support structure along both a Y axis and
a Z axis, with the Y axis and the Z axis cooper-
ating to form a tool positioning plane that is per-
pendicular to the X axis;
a tool chuck attached to and moveable with the
chuck holder;
a tool holder attached to the support structure,
wherein the tool holder is moveable relative to
the chuck holder along the X axis;
a plurality of tools relesably attached to the tool
holder for selective attachment to the tool chuck;
and
a machine controller operatively connected to
the chuck holder, the tool chuck, and the tool
holder, wherein the machine controller is oper-
able to control the chuck holder, the tool chuck,
and the tool holder to transfer a selected one of
the plurality of tools between the tool chuck and
the tool holder.

2. A part cleaning machine as claimed in claim 1, further
comprising:

a cradle drive system connected to the cradle
and operable to move the cradle along the X
axis; and
a chuck drive system connected to the chuck
holder and operable to move the chuck holder
along both the Y axis and the Z axis.

3. A part cleaning machine as claimed in claim 1, further
comprising a cleaning fluid source in fluid communi-
cation with the tool chuck, and operable to provide
a cleaning fluid to the tool chuck, wherein at least
one of the plurality of tools is operable to receive the
cleaning fluid through the tool chuck when attached
to the tool chuck, and dispense the cleaning fluid.

4. A part cleaning machine as claimed in claim 1,
wherein the tool chuck includes a locking mechanism
operable to secure the selected one of the plurality
of tools relative to the tool chuck, and release the
selected one of the plurality of tools from the tool
chuck.

5. A part cleaning machine as claimed in claim 4,
wherein the locking mechanism includes an actuat-
ing system connected to and operatively controlled
by the machine controller.

6. A part cleaning machine as claimed in claim 1,
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wherein the Y axis and the first cradle axis are par-
allel with each other.

7. A part cleaning machine as claimed in claim 1,
wherein the part holder is configured for releasable
attachment to a part, and wherein the machine con-
troller is operable to:

transfer the selected one of the plurality of tools
from the tool holder to the tool chuck;
move the tool holder along at least one of the Y
axis and the Z axis on the tool position plane;
move the cradle along the X axis;
rotate the cradle about the first cradle axis; and
rotate the part holder about the second cradle
axis to present the selected tool at a desired
location relative to the part for executing a clean-
ing operation on the part.

8. A part cleaning machine as claimed in claim 1,
wherein:

the tool chuck includes a base portion defining
a tool receiving bore concentric with a central
axis; and
wherein each of the plurality of tools includes a
tool base having a male portion sized to fit within
the tool receiving bore.

9. A part cleaning machine as claimed in claim 8,
wherein the tool chuck includes a bushing disposed
within the tool receiving bore, between the base por-
tion of the tool chuck and the male portion of a re-
spective one of the plurality of tools.

10. A part cleaning machine as claimed in claim 8,
wherein:

the base portion includes an elongated stem
portion having an inner annular surface defining
a fluid supply bore disposed in fluid communi-
cation with the tool receiving bore;
the male portion of each respective one of the
plurality of tools includes a respective seal for
sealing against the inner annular surface of the
elongated stem portion; and
the male portion of at least one of the plurality
of tools includes an internal passage in fluid
communication with the fluid supply bore when
attached to the tool chuck.

11. A part cleaning machine as claimed in claim 8,
wherein each of the plurality of tools includes a tool
attachment attached to the tool base.

12. A part cleaning machine as claimed in claim 10,
wherein:

the tool chuck includes a collar piston slideably
disposed about the elongated stem portion and
moveable along the central axis between a lock-
ing position and a release position; and
the tool chuck includes at least one detent ball
disposed within a pocket defined by the elongat-
ed stem portion, between the collar piston and
the elongated stem portion.

13. A part cleaning machine as claimed in claim 12,
wherein:

the male portion of each respective one of the
plurality of tools includes a recess;
the at least one detent ball is disposed within
the recess of a respective one of the plurality of
tools, in interlocking engagement between the
male portion of the respective one of the plurality
of tools and the collar piston, and secured
against radial movement relative to the central
axis, when the collar piston is disposed in the
locking position; and
the at least one detent ball is moveable in a radial
direction relative to the central axis, out of inter-
locking engagement between the male portion
of the respective one of the plurality of tools and
the collar piston, when the collar piston is dis-
posed in the release position, to permit removal
of the male portion from the tool chuck.

14. A part cleaning machine as claimed in claim 12,
wherein:

the tool chuck includes an actuating system con-
nected to the collar piston and operable to move
the collar piston along the central axis; and
wherein the actuating system includes a first flu-
id chamber disposed on a first side of the collar
piston and connected to a first fluid source, and
a second fluid chamber disposed on a second
side of the collar piston and connected to a sec-
ond fluid source, wherein a higher fluid pressure
in the first fluid chamber relative to the second
fluid chamber biases the collar piston in a first
direction along the central axis into the release
position, and wherein a higher fluid pressure in
the second fluid chamber relative to the first fluid
chamber biases the collar piston in a second
direction along the central axis into the locking
position.

15. A part cleaning machine as claimed in claim 8,
wherein:

the respective tool base of each one of the plu-
rality tools includes a notch;
the tool holder includes a plurality of holding
pins, with each of the plurality of holding pins
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moveably attached to the tool holder and sized
to fit within the notch of a respective one of the
plurality of tools to secure the tool base of the
respective one of the plurality of tools to the tool
holder; and
the base portion of the tool chuck includes a pro-
jection positioned to displace a respective one
of the plurality of holding pins from the notch of
a respective one of the plurality of tools in re-
sponse to movement of the tool holder along the
X axis toward the chuck holder, such that the
tool base of the respective one of the plurality
of tools is released from the tool holder and
moveable with the tool chuck.
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